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1. Introduction
The concept of simulation-based engineering has been embraced by virtually every
research and industry sector as the engineering and science communities have become
increasingly aware that computer simulation is an indispensable tool for resolving a
multitude of scientific and technological problems. Design and analysis engineers are
simulating increasingly complex mechanical systems. The Virtual Prototyping approach
to the Product Life Cycle is adopted in industry due to its economic advantages, i.e.,
reduced cost and time to market. It is clearly desirable to gain a reliable perspective on
the behavior of a system early in the design stage, long before actually building costly
prototypes. The potential of Virtual Prototyping further increases when the final system is
the assembly of components/subsystems contributed by several manufacturers at different
geographic locations. These subsystems might be in various stages of development, and
building the physical prototype is either impractical (due to cost and time constraints) or
outright impossible.
The work explained in this report advances the Virtual Prototyping agenda in the field
of mechanical system simulation through a system-level simulation capability for
engineering design of ground vehicles. The simulation capability integrates the vehicle,
tire, powertrain and terrain into a unified high-fidelity simulation environment that
enables on- and off-road study of vehicle performance and ride comfort, suspension
design for improved ride, vehicle stability and maneuverability, active control strategies,
etc. The vehicle considered is the US Army High Mobility Multi-Wheeled Vehicle
(HMMWV) modeled using (MSC.Software 2005). For the examples presented in this
document, the terrain component is rigid; support for analyses with deformable terrain is
underway. There are different tire models available at various levels of fidelity, e.g. Fiala,
Pacejka, FTire, and fully nonlinear Finite Element based model. PSAT (Powertrain
Systems Analysis Toolkit) is considered for the simulation of powertrain systems. This is
discussed in greater details in the following sections.
2. Vehicle Model
ADAMS/Car is a full vehicle simulation package distributed by MSC.Software and in
this work it is used to investigate the behavior of a HMMWV. ADAMS/Car divides a
vehicle in subsystems that are independently modeled in a parametric fashion; these
subsystems are invoked and integrated together at simulation time. CAD geometry was
applied to the chassis and tires to make the vehicle look realistic for animation purposes.
The geometry has no bearing on simulating the actual behavior of the vehicle. A brief
description of the various subsystems is provided below.
2.1. Steering
The steering subsystem is a rack-and-pinion type subsystem. It is modeled with parts
and joints to form a single-degree-of-freedom system starting from the steering wheel to
the steering rack.
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2.2. Suspension
An Ackerman Arm suspension is used which differs in dimensions depending upon
whether it is a front or rear suspension. The topology however remains the same. The
location of the suspension subsystem is parameterized with respect to the chassis of the
vehicle to ensure that it is
attached to the chassis at the
correct location. Further, there
is the flexibility of changing
the stiffness values of the
suspension
springs
and
damping coefficients of the
dampers if required. Also, the
links in the suspension system
can be made flexible for a more
accurate modeling. Figure 1
shows the topology of a vehicle
with front and rear suspension,
wheels,
and
steering
Figure 1: Vehicle model, no chassis, no powertrain
subsystems. The chassis of the
vehicle is not shown.
2.3. Chassis
The vehicle body is modeled as a single component with mass-inertia properties. The
chassis can be made rigid or flexible. In the latter case, a finite element analysis would be
required to produce a modal representation of the element.
2.4. Powertrain
The powertrain system models the interaction between various blocks in a vehicle
driveline. The dynamics is mostly captured using algebraic and differential equations
rather than using parts. A module called “Driving Machine” demands steering, throttle,
brake, gear and clutch inputs from the user to simulate custom vehicle maneuvers. These
inputs are given to the powertrain subsystem by a test rig subsystem (discussed later).
The powertrain subsystem references external files to get data necessary during the
simulations, e.g., engine torque map with respect to engine speed and throttle position.
The powertrain system modeled for the HMMWV is a four-wheel drive. The torque
produced by the engine is split between the front and the rear tires. Changing the values
in the relevant mathematical equations captures the fractions going into the front and the
rear. The simulation proceeds as follows. The engine torque value is read from a file
which gives the torque values for various engine speeds and throttle positions. The clutch
is modeled as a torsional spring-and-damper element. The torque lost in the clutch
slippage is subtracted from the engine torque to calculate the torque at the clutch output.
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This torque, which is also the input torque to the transmission, is scaled by the gear ratio
(depending
upon
which gear the
Driveline speed, longitudinal velocity
vehicle is in) to
calculate the output
torque from the
ADAMS
PSAT
transmission. The
torque is finally
Driveline torque, brake demand
scaled by the final
drive ratio and then
Figure 2: Flow of information between ADAMS and PSAT
split between the
two wheels to be the
torque acting on the wheel hub. The more sophisticated third party powertrain simulation
package PSAT is discussed later in detail. For the purpose of co-simulation the
powertrain system in ADAMS/Car is not used. Instead PSAT is used to simulate the
powertrain and it provides the value for wheel torque and braking demand to the
ADAMS model. In return ADAMS vehicle model provides information about the vehicle
longitudinal velocity and driveline speed to the PSAT model. See Figure 2.
2.5. Test rig
The test rig conveys user inputs to the model. The control data provided by the user
for standard and custom full vehicle analysis is communicated to the vehicle subsystems
through ADAMS/View variables called “Communicators”. Communicators are the
primary connectors between various subsystems and facilitate data exchange between
them. Figure 3 shows a schematic of how a full vehicle assembly is built in ADAMS/Car.
Figure 4 shows the full vehicle assembly for HMMWV.
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Figure 3: Building a full vehicle assembly

Figure 4: HMMWV full vehicle model

2.6. Event Builder
Custom events can be built as a sequence of mini-maneuvers. Maneuvers are defined
by steering, throttle, brake, gear, and clutch inputs. When a set of end conditions is
reached for a particular mini-maneuver, it triggers the start of the next mini-maneuver.
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Figure 5: Vehicle path

An event with two mini maneuvers is illustrated in Figure 5: The first mini maneuver
settles the vehicle and starts moving it with a constant speed. Once this constant speed
has been maintained for a specific period of time called the “Filter Time”, the maneuver
ends and triggers the start of a next mini maneuver. In the second mini maneuver, the
vehicle makes a left turn on a flat road. Finally, when the turn has been achieved, the
vehicle continues going straight. Simulation data like vehicle lateral acceleration, chassis
roll, pitch and yaw angles can be obtained by using the ADAMS/PostProcessor.
3. Computational Models for Tire and Rolling Contact
3.1. Pacejka Tire Model
The Pacejka '89 and '91 handling models are special versions of the Magic-Formula (MF)
Tire model (Bakker, Pacejka et al. 1989; Pacejka and Bakker 1991). In general, an MF
tire model describes the tire behavior for rather smooth roads (road obstacle wavelengths
longer than the tire radius) up to a frequency of 8 Hz.
3.2. Fiala Tire Model
The Fiala Tire (FT) used by the proposed simulation capability relies on the Fiala
Handling Force element available in ADAMS and is essentially an extended Fiala model
(Fiala 1964). This model provides reasonable results for simple maneuvers where road
inclination angle is not a major factor and where longitudinal and lateral slip effects may
be considered unrelated. The background of FT model is a physical tire model in which
the carcass is modeled as a beam on an elastic foundation in the lateral direction. Elastic
brush elements provide the contact between carcass and road. Under these assumptions,
analytical expressions for the steady-state slip characteristics can be derived, which are
the basis for the calculation of the longitudinal and lateral forces in MSC.ADAMS.
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3.3. F-Tire Model
As indicated in the online documentation1, the FTire (Flexible Ring Tire, (Gipser 2005))
model serves as a more sophisticated tire force element. It can be used in multibody
system models for vehicle ride comfort investigations as well as other vehicle dynamics
simulations on even or uneven roadways. Specifically, FTire is designed for vehicle
comfort simulations on road irregularities even with extremely short wavelengths. At the
same time, it serves as a physically based, highly nonlinear, dynamic tire model for
investigating handling characteristics under the above-mentioned excitation conditions.
FTire is fast (cycle time only 5 to 20
times real-time) and numerically robust.
The tire belt is described as an extensible
and flexible ring carrying bending loads,
elastically founded on the rim by
distributed, partially dynamic stiffness
values in radial, tangential, and lateral
directions. The degrees of freedom of the
ring are such that both in-plane and outFigure 6: FTire modeling approach
of-plane rim movements are possible.
The ring is numerically approximated by
a finite number of discrete masses called
the belt elements. These belt elements are coupled with their direct neighbors by stiff
springs with in- and out-of-plane bending stiffness. In-plane bending stiffness is realized
by means of torsional springs about the lateral axis. The torsional deflection of these
springs is determined by the angle between three consecutive belt elements projected
onto the rim mid-plane. Similarly, the out-of-plane bending stiffness is described by
means of torsional springs about the radial axis. Here, the torsional deflection is
determined by the angle between three consecutive belt elements projected onto the belt
tangential plane. Note that in Figure 6, the plates do not represent the belt elements
themselves but rather the connecting lines between the elements. FTire calculates the
stiffness and the damping factors during preprocessing by fitting the prescribed modal
properties. A number of massless tread blocks (5 to 50, for example) are associated with
every belt element. These blocks carry nonlinear stiffness and damping properties in the
radial, tangential, and lateral directions. The radial deflections of the blocks depend on
the road profile and orientations of the associated belt elements. FTire determines
tangential and lateral deflections using the sliding velocity on the ground and the local
values of the sliding coefficient. The latter depends on ground pressure and sliding
velocity. FTire calculates all six components of tire forces and moments acting on the rim
by integrating the forces in the elastic foundation of the belt. Because of this modeling
approach, the resulting overall tire model is accurate up to relatively high frequencies
both in longitudinal and in lateral directions. There are few restrictions in its applicability
with respect to longitudinal, lateral, and vertical vehicle dynamics situations. FTire deals
with long- and/or short-wavelength obstacles. It works out of, and up to, a complete
standstill, with no additional computing effort or any model switching. Finally, it is
1

http://www.ftire.com/docu/ftire_ft.pdf
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applicable with high accuracy in demanding applications such as ABS braking on uneven
roadways. In a full 3D variant, FTire additionally takes into account belt element rotation
and bending about the circumferential axis. These new degrees of freedom enable FTire
to use contact elements that are distributed not only along a single line but also over the
whole contact patch. The contact elements can be either randomly distributed or
distributed along several parallel lines. In the full 3D variant, belt torsion about the
circumferential axis is described by (1) torsional stiffness between belt elements and rim
about the circumferential axis (represented by torsion springs between two belt elements
in the left half of Figure 6) and (2) torsional stiffness between adjacent belt elements
about the circumferential axis (represented with blue in the left half of Figure 6. The right
side of the figure outlines the belt bending stiffness about the circumferential axis. This is
done in a somewhat simplified manner: lateral belt bending is taken into account by
introducing a parabolic shape function for each belt element. The curvature of this shape
function is treated as a belt element’s additional degree of freedom.
3.4. Tire Model for Durability and Road Noise Simulation
This work focuses towards generating input files for ADAMS/Flex by using ABAQUS.

Figure 7: Tire model un-deformed

ADAMS/Flex uses MNF (modal neutral file) files as an input. These files are used to
create flexible bodies in ADAMS and then the analysis is run and results are post
processed. A MNF file is generated for a tire model using ABAQUS. This tire model in
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its un-deformed configuration is shown in Figure 7. This tire model was rested on a
platform and the platform was shook with a linear harmonic motion. The tire center was
fixed and the nodes on the lower surface of the tire were constrained with the top surface
of the platform. The deformed tire with the tire-platform contact imprint is shown in
Figure 8. The platform moved with a frequency of approximately 3 Hz and amplitude of
20 mm. The strain energy in tire as a function of time is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8: Tire Deformed

Figure 9: Strain Energy
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The next step is to attach four of these tire elements to a vehicle model and run an
analysis on a four post test rig for durability and road noise simulations.
3.5. Nonlinear finite element models
Analysis procedures in the tire industry often make use of finite element formulations
for the problem of a tire’s rolling contact
against the road surface. The constitutive
law that is utilized to describe the bulk
behavior of the rubber material is
Mooney-Rivlin (proven to be effective
in modeling the rubber behavior), with
incompressibility handled through a
Q1P0 approach, i.e., using reduced
integration on the volumetric terms
(Simo, Taylor et al. 1985). Layers of
elements with different constitutive
properties can be easily included in the
model to account for the tire anisotropy.
Internal pressure is modeled based on
Figure 10: Automobile Tire Mounted
the algorithm by (Simo, Taylor et al.
1991) with exact integration (performed
in the parent domain) and consistent Newton-Raphson linearization, which makes the
stiffness matrix nonsymmetric. In fact, the contribution to the stiffness of the pressureloaded surfaces comes in the form of skew symmetric terms.
Figure 10 shows a standard automobile tire
mounted and at rest on the road surface while
Figure 11 depicts a typical finite element
model of a tire. Incorporation of frictional
conditions into such models is particularly
challenging given the intricate dynamics of
this seemingly straightforward structural
system. In such analyses, a common approach
involves description of the kinematics of the
problem in what has been termed by some a
particular application of the Arbitrary
Lagrangian Eulerian concept (Oden and Lin
1986; Nackenhorst and Zastrau 2001), where
the frame of reference is attached to the hub of
the cylindrical wheel assumed to move at
constant velocity under steady state
Figure 11: Typical FE Mesh for Steady
conditions. Such formulations are widely
State Calculations
utilized in the tire industry, in large part
because, contrary to time-stepping techniques, the steady-state rolling approach allows
one to refine the mesh only in the region of the tire-road interface, eliminating the need
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for a fine mesh over the entire domain and/or the need for remeshing as the simulation
proceeds. Although this approach allows for a computationally efficient model, it rules
out simulations of cases that involve accelerating, braking, or cornering. For these cases
where a transient analysis is required, a Lagragian formulation should be used instead,
and the mesh needs refining all around the circumference. Many aspects make this
problem more difficult than it may appear at first glance. At a minimum, tire rolling
involves nonlinear frictional
contact, material and geometric nonlinearities, and pressure-loaded surfaces.
Additionally, it is also known that bifurcation phenomena may exist in many regimes of
tire response, both for spinning tires and for tires in contact with a rigid ground surface
(Oden and Lin 1986; Chatterjee, Cusumano et al. 1999). One particularly troublesome
aspect of recovering frictional solutions to the rolling contact problem resides in the
robust algorithmic treatment of the Coulomb conditions that may be assumed to govern
sliding in such calculations. The nonlinearity in this problem is due not only to the
material properties but also to the fact that the contact area and the distribution of the
contact tractions are not known beforehand. Frictional contact forces are nonconservative
in the case of sliding, which also introduces nonsymmetry into a consistently linearized
algorithm. In general, inclusion of Coulomb friction laws in numerical analysis presents
significant numerical difficulties, the most relevant of which is that the existence and
uniqueness of solutions can only be proved under special hypotheses. Generally, such
results cannot be obtained; therefore, any finite element formulation including Coulomb
friction may be open to nonuniqueness. Figure 12 shows the nonlinear finite element tire
model in the very initial stage. Figure 13 shows contour stress in the tire at final stage
after one complete revolution of the tire (Stanciulescu, Datar et al. 2007). The work is
currently underway to hook up this nonlinear finite element tire model with
ADAMS/Car.

Figure 13. Contour stress in the final stage (after a
full revolution of the tire)

Figure 12. Contour stress in the first stage

4. ADAMS – PSAT co-simulation
The powertrain system used in ADAMS/Car has some limitations as listed below
• Only conventional powertrain systems
• The fuel economy can not be predicted
• Not very sophisticated
• Is not validated extensively
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PSAT offers more sophisticated powertrain system with various features as listed below
• conventional
• electric
• fuel cell
• several varieties of hybrid (parallel, series, power split, series-parallel)
powertrains
• for light and heavy duty vehicles
This is the motivation to perform co-simulation of ADAMS/Car vehicle model with
PSAT powertrain system. The PSAT powertrain system also offers prediction of fuel
efficiencies within 1% to 5 % accuracy.
In order to carry out an ADAMS/Car – PSAT co-simulation, some basic knowledge of
ADAMS/Car and PSAT is assumed. However, an effort has been made to provide
explanations in greater detail for users less familiar with the software. The procedure is
explained in the following subsections.
4.1. Building a Vehicle model in ADAMS/Car

4.1.1. Launching ADAMS/Car
Launch ADAMS/Car. To do this in Windows, from the Start menu select Programs,
point to MSC.Sostware, point to MSC.ADAMS 2005 r2, point to ACar, and then select
ADAMS – Car. This will launch the ADAMS/Car user interface as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: ADAMS/Car interface

Select the “Standard Interface” option. If this choice is not displayed, then it is necessary
to change the configuration file.
Expert and standard users each have a private configuration file with a default name of
.acar.cfg. The template-based product accesses this file at the beginning of every session.
The private configuration file is found at $HOME/.acar.cfg, where $HOME is the
location of the home directory.
Note: The private configuration file is not located in the installation directory. Never
change the acar.cfg file located in the installation directory.
Open the configuration file .acar.cfg with any text editor. Change the user mode from
“standard” to “Expert”. Save the file and re-launch ADAMS/Car.
4.1.2. Opening an Assembly
Select the “standard interface” option after launching ADAMS/Car as explained in the
previous step. Select FileOpenAssembly as shown in Figure 15. Right click next to
“Assembly Name” in the open assembly dialog box and point to “Search” as shown in
Figure 15. This will show all the databases in the current ADAMS/Car session. Select
<acar_shared>assemblies. This will show all the vehicle assemblies in this database.
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Select “MDI_Demo_Vehicle_lt.asy” and open it. This will open the full vehicle assembly
as shown in Figure 16.
Go to File  Select Directory and set the current working directory to any desired
location. This will be the directory where files will be saved after a simulation is run.

Figure 15: Open an assembly
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Figure 16: Full vehicle assembly

4.2. Modifying ADAMS/Car assembly for ADAMS/Controls

4.2.1. Modify powertrain to get driving torque values from PSAT
The assembly uses the “_powertrain_lt.tpl” template for the powertrain system. The
template based approach where templates are used to create subsystems and subsystems
are compiled together to form a full vehicle model. To make the co-simulation work,
changes need to be made in the powertrain system of ADAMS/Car.
Open the “_powertrain_lt.tpl” template within the template builder. Notice that templates
can not be opened in standard interface. Use the F9 key to switch between “Standard
interface” and “Expert interface/template
builder”. This can also be done by
selecting Tools  ADAMS/Car template
builder. Once the correct template builder
Figure 17: Open template
is selected, select File  open. This will
launch the “Open Template” dialog box as
shown in Figure 17. Right click in the box and select search  <acar_shared> database.
This will show all the templates in the database. Select “_powertrain_lt.tpl” and click
open. Before any changes are made to the database, it is recommended to make a backup
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for the entire database. This will still allow access the original shared database
afterwards.
Once the powertrain template is opened, go to Build  System Element  State
Variable  Modify. This will launch the database navigator as shown in Figure 18.
Double click _powertrain_lt. This will show a list of all the state variables in powertrain
template. See Figure 18.

Figure 18: Database navigator

Here any state variable can be selected and modified. PSAT is used as the powertrain
model and ADAMS as the vehicle
model. This means that the value of
wheel axle torque will be computed
in PSAT and should be an input to
ADAMS as torque acting on the
wheels. The state variable holding the
value of axle torque in the powertrain
template is “total_axle_torque”. This
variable needs to be modified so that
its value can be populated by PSAT
Figure 19: Modify State variable
during the co-simulation.
Double click “total_axle_torque”.
This will launch a “modify state variable” dialog box for “total_axle_torque” as shown in
Figure 19. Set its value for the Run-Time Expression to zero. This state variable will later
be defined as a plant input and its value will be populated during run time by PSAT
(Dyer, Pagerit et al. 2007).
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4.2.2. Modify brakes to get mechanical brake demand from PSAT
Since the vehicle driving torque is supplied by PSAT to ADAMS, the braking should also
be controlled by PSAT. This avoids ambiguous situations where both the driving and
braking torques are high.
Open the “_brake_system_4Wdisk” template in the template builder from the shared
database. Follow the same steps that were done to open the powertrain template.
Go to Build  System Elements  State Variables  New. This will launch a “create
new state variable” dialog box. Create a state variable and give it some relevant name eg.
“mechanical_brake_demand_psat”.
After this state variable has been created, the following four entities need to be modified
in the “_brake_system_4Wdisk” template.
• left_front_brake_line_pressure
• right_front_brake_line_pressure
• rear_brake_line_pressure
• brake_line_pressures
These are all state variables in the template and use “cis_brake_demand_adams_id”,
which is a communicator from the test rig, in their expressions. Replace this with the
state variable created earlier, for example “mechanical_brake_demand_psat”.
4.2.3. Use the existing state variable to measure vehicle longitudinal velocity in
ADAMS/Car
The longitudinal velocity of the vehicle needs to be reported as feedback to PSAT from
ADAMS. The velocity relative to the ground projected onto the vehicle's X axis
(longitudinal axis) is desired. The “longitudinal velocity” variable measures this velocity,
and can be found in the _rigid_chassis.tpl in the shared database. This records the vehicle
velocity in the units of the model (default is mm/s). Note that the value of velocity
reported by this variable is a negative value for the forward velocity. Hence this should
be changed later in the Simulink by adding a “-1” gain.
4.2.4. Create a state variable to measure ADAMS driveline speed
As described previously, open the “_powertrain_lt” template in the template builder. Go
to Build  System Elements  State Variables  New. This will launch the “create
new state variable” dialog box. Give some name for the state variable, eg.
“input_axle_speed_PSAT”. The run time expression for this state variable is a function
which uses values from other state variables in the template. This function is created by
selecting appropriate state variables as shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Driveline speed

4.2.5. Create/Modify/Delete Plant Inputs/Outputs
In the process of creating the files for Simulink,
ADAMS/Car will search for all Plant Inputs and
Plant Outputs in the model to specify the inputs
and outputs from the ADAMS S-Function block
within Simulink. Many Plant Outputs exist in the
__MDI_SDI_TESTRIG; these can optionally be
removed to help simplify the block.
All the values which will be transferred from
ADAMS to PSAT should be specified as plant
outputs and all the values that are needed as input
to ADAMS from PSAT should be specified as
plant inputs.
As described above, “vehicle longitudinal
velocity” and “driveline speed” should be plant
outputs. To specify these plant outputs, save all
modified templates thus far, and open the full
vehicle assembly (which requires using the
standard
interface).

Figure 21: Create plant output

Figure 22: Create plant output dialog box

Go to Tools  Command navigator in order to launch the command navigator window.
Then go to data_element  create  plant  output as shown in Figure 21.
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This will launch the create plant dialog box as
shown in Figure 22. Give an appropriate name for
the plant output and select the variable by right
clicking in the window next to variable name and
selecting the correct variables from the
subsystems. In this case, select the variables for
“vehicle longitudinal velocity” and “driveline
speed”. Then click OK. This will create the plant
output for those two variables.
Similarly, “axle torque” and “braking demand”
need to be added as plant inputs. To specify these
plant inputs, save all modified templates, and
open the full vehicle assembly (which means
switching to the standard interface). Go to Tools
 Command navigator. This will launch the
command navigator window. Then go to data
element  create  plant  input as shown in
Figure 23. This will launch the create plant dialog
box. Give an appropriate name for the plant input
and select the variable by right clicking in the
window next to variable name and selecting the
Figure 23: create plant input
correct variables from the subsystems. In this
case, select the variables for “axle torque” and
“brake demand”. Then click OK. This will create the plant input for those two variables.
4.2.6. Load ADAMS/Controls plug in
ADAMS/Controls is needed to create a Simulink model of the vehicle. To work with
ADAMS/Controls in ADAMS/Car,
add the controls plug-in to
ADAMS/Car. To do this, go to tools
 Plug-in Manager; this will launch
the plug-in dialog box as shown in
Figure 24. Check the box under Load
in front of ADAMS/Controls and
click OK. This will load the
ADAMS/Controls plug-in for use in
ADAMS/Car. If the plug-in needs to
be loaded every time ADAMS/Car is
started, check the “Load at Startup”
box.

Figure 24: Plug-in Manager
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4.3. Perform a simulation to export files for ADAMS/Controls
The next step is to decide which simulation to run.

Figure 25: Straight line acceleration

Most of the built-in Full-Vehicle Events can be run, but it must be a transient event. The
event can always be scripted via the Event Builder if none of the pre-built events can be
used.
Only models that are intended for dynamic analysis are valid for ADAMS/Controls cosimulations. The vehicle events in ADAMS/Car that are quasi-static simulations are not
valid as ADAMS/Controls does not issue quasi-static analysis commands.
Run a “Straight line acceleration” maneuver ‘files only’ simulation to generate all the
necessary files for creating an ADAMS/Car Simulink model.
Open the full vehicle assembly in the standard interface. Go to Simulate  Full vehicle
analysis  Straight line events  Acceleration, as shown in Figure 25. This will launch
the Straight line acceleration simulation dialog box. Fill in the boxes the way simulation
needs to be run.
Since PSAT is replacing the powertrain in this model, the “Quasi-static Setup” option for
any full-vehicle event must be deactivated. A quasi-static setup is a prephase analysis
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before running the transient analysis on full-vehicle assemblies, which uses a static
(equilibrium) simulation to achieve a particular throttle and steering demand to drive the
vehicle at a user-set initial speed in a straight line or cornering event (the internal
ADAMS/Car keywords for this are STRAIGHT and SKID_PAD). If this option is not
selected, then ADAMS/Car performs a
SETTLE analysis, which simply sets the
vehicle at the initial speed and does not
attempt to change the initial throttle or
steering demands.
The initial velocity setup in ADAMS/Car is
important to consider, since it will be output
to the PSAT longitudinal controller, and thus
it will ideally be set to the same initial
velocity of the desired speed (duty cycle) to
mitigate initial transients in the model.
Note that the output step size will determine
the communication interval between Simulink
and ADAMS and must be the same (the
communication must be set subsequently
within the ADAMS block in Simulink, which
is explained later). Otherwise, the cosimulation will not be synchronized.
After the simulation is run, all the simulation
Figure 26: Files only simulation
files are saved in the working directory. To
setup a working directory, go to File  Select
Directory and select a location for the
working directory. After this is done, run a file only simulation as shown in Figure 26.
Then click OK.
This will create the following files in the working directory (File  Select Directory)
<output_prefix>.m – ADAMS/Controls setup file for Simulink
<output_prefix>.inf – ADAMS/Controls setup file for Easy5 (not used here)
<output_prefix>. adm – ADAMS/Car model to be simulated
<output_prefix>_controls.acf – ADAMS/Car Solver Command File for co-simulation
<output_prefix>.xml – Event File to describe ADAMS/Car maneuver
4.4. Create a Simulink model of PSAT vehicle model

4.4.1. Introduction
As of now, the PSAT vehicle has to be initialized in two steps for co-simulation:
1. Start PSAT with the GUI to define the parameters of the vehicle drivetrain and
build the Simulink.
2. Start PSAT manually in MATLAB to integrate the S-function and run the
simulation.
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4.4.2. Setup and Build the Simulink Vehicle
IMPORTANT: before launching PSAT, make sure that MATLAB R14 SP3 or later is
installed and can be used as ActiveX. To test it, open MATLAB, and type:
h=actxserver(‘Matlab.Application.Single’)
If it returns h=COM.Matlab_Application_Single, then it is working. If not, type:
!matlab –regserver, and try again to verify it worked.
4.4.3. Launching PSAT
To launch PSAT, go in the Start menu, and then select ‘All Programs’  PSAT 
PSAT. The Welcome screen should appear as shown in Figure 27. On this screen,
possible selections include:
- Specify a user name, so PSAT can create a corresponding folder where all data
will be saved. This folder is located in the PSATROOT\users folder, where
PSATROOT is the PSAT Installation folder.
- Open the documentation for a full description of PSAT and a step by step
example of how to use it.
- Specify which version of MATLAB will be used with PSAT. This is useful if
several versions of MATLAB are installed on a computer.
- Specify the location of the PSAT folder. This is useful if several versions/copies
of PSAT are installed on a computer
- Launch PSAT Light Duty or Heavy Duty. The GUI is almost the same for both
versions, but the list of configurations, components and drive cycles is different.
Once PSAT has been launched, a ‘MATLAB Command Window’ should appear in the
taskbar. This is the MATLAB used by PSAT to read/write the data.
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Figure 27: PSAT GUI

4.4.4. Setting up the vehicle
From the PSAT GUI, there are 2 ways to setup a vehicle in PSAT:
1. Using an existing vehicle file
2. Building the vehicle from a predefined configuration
4.4.5. Using an existing vehicle
To open a PSAT Vehicle file, click on the Open Button at the top left of the screen, and
select the file to open. PSAT will load the information in the GUI and in MATLAB.
Navigate through the tabs to look at or change the parameters of the vehicle.
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Figure 28: Open Vehicle

1.1.1. Using an empty configuration
Creating a vehicle from an empty configuration requires the following steps:
1. Select the configuration
2. Select the component models and parameters
3. Select the controller models and parameters
4.4.6. Select a Configuration
To select a configuration, navigate through the Configuration tree until the desired
configuration appears. Then, simply double click or drag and drop that configuration in
the panel below to initialize the GUI.

Figure 29: Selecting a configuration

4.4.7. Select the Component Models and Parameters
In the ‘Drivetrain Components’ tab, a model and an initialization file needs to be
specified for each component. To select them, navigate through the
Component/Model/Technology tree, which will populate the Initialization File list with
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the corresponding files. Then double click of Drag and Drop the Initialization file to
select the model and the file at the same time.
If the exact match cannot be found in the initialization files, use the file that is close, and
modify its parameters in the ‘Initialization Parameters’ tab at the bottom of the GUI.
Component

Models

Select Initialization File:
- Double Click
- Drag & Drop

Access the
Initialization
File list

Select Scaling
File, if needed

Figure 30: Select Components

For parameters such as “engine power” or “efficiency”, scaling files can be used. They
are selected in the upper right list, similar to the initialization files. Component values can
be modified in the ‘Scaling Parameters’ tab as shown in Figure 31.

Overwrite parameters

Figure 31: Set parameters

4.4.8. Select the Controller Models and Parameters
For most vehicles, the controller is split into 3 parts:
- the propelling: control the components during accelerations
- the shifting: control the gear shifting
- the braking: control the components during braking
Select the initialization file of each of these sub-controller the same way that for the
component ones. Some of the controller parameters in the list below can also be
modified.
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Control Type

Models

Access the
Initialization
File list

Select Initialization File:
- Double Click
- Drag & Drop

Figure 32: Select Controller

4.4.9. Selecting the drive cycle
The drive cycle selected in PSAT has to reproduce the same longitudinal behavior as the
one in ADAMS. If none of the existing cycles correspond, a new one will need to be
created.
4.4.10. Creating a new cycle
The PSAT cycles are MAT files containing at least 3 variables:
- sch_cycle: matrix which contains the time (sec) in the first column, and
corresponding speed (m/s) in the second column
- sch_grade: matrix which contains the time (sec) in the first column, and
corresponding grade (%) in the second column
- sch_key_on: matrix which contains the time (sec) in the first column, and
corresponding key ON/OFF (1/0) in the second column
Once a MAT file with these 3 variables has been created, save it in
PSATROOT\component\initialization\drive_cycle folder so PSAT can access
PSATROOT refers to the installation folder of PSAT.

the
the
the
the
it.

4.4.11. Adding a new cycle
If there is already an existing MAT-file, it will be added to the PSAT database to use it.
To do so, go to the ‘Simulation Setup’ tab and select a Cycle type. Then right click on
one of the cycles in the list, and select ‘Add Cycle to…’. The new cycle will be added at
the end of the list.
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1.1.2. Selecting aFigure
cycle33: Adding a Cycle
To select a cycle, first select the cycle type which will be used in the ‘Simulation Setup’
tree. Then, double click or drag and drop the cycle which needs to be used. To display the
characteristic of a selected cycle, click on it. They will be shown in the ‘Simulation
Statistics’ tab.

Cycle Type

Access
Cycle
List

Select Cycle:
- Double Click
- Drag & Drop

Click on the values to modify them

Figure 34: Cycle characteristics

4.4.12. Building the Simulink
Once the vehicle has been setup and the cycle selected, the full vehicle Simulink model
can be generated.
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In the ‘Run Simulations’ tab, make sure that ‘Current Simulation’ is selected in the
‘Simulation List’ tree, and then double click or Drag & Drop the simulation file
‘rerun01’.
To build the vehicle without running the simulation, check the ‘Manual Simu Stop’ at the
bottom right of the GUI.
Then launch the building and vehicle initialization by clicking on the ‘Run the
Simulation…’ link.
Now save the vehicle and its data before modifying and using it for the co-simulation.

Figure 35: Build Simulink

4.4.13. Saving the vehicle
For the co-simulation, save both the Simulink diagram and the workspace data. As
explained ahead.
4.4.14. Saving the Simulink Model
In the File Menu of the Simulink Vehicle Model, select ‘Save as…’.
4.4.15. Saving the initialization data
Use the ‘MATLAB Command Window’ started by PSAT to save the data.
In the ‘MATLAB Command Window’, type the following commands:
- cd(‘Name_Of_Folder_Where_Simulink_Was_Saved’)
- global psat simulation
- save data.mat
The file data.mat will contains all the data needed to initialize the vehicle Simulink.
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4.5. Initialize PSAT Simulink model to be simulated outside of PSAT GUI
Issue the following command (the text in upper case needs to be modified depending
upon user specific directory paths) in MATLAB before opening the PSAT Simulink
model.
%%set user
user_name = 'USER_NAME_TO_BE_EDITED'
%%
%add paths via psat function "set_path"
cd C:\psatv61\root
set_path % working dir should now by uset to \psat\users\<user_name>
%% change to simulation directory
cd save_simu
cd DIRECTORY_WITH_MODEL_TO_BE_EDITTED\
%% load data
load data.mat
%% initialize psat processing parameters
psat.simulation = simulation
psat.current.field = 'simulation'
psat.current.simulation = 1
psat.current.model_name = ADAMS_PSAT'
% Name of the .mdl model to run,
without the .mdl extension, e.g.: ADAMS_PSAT in this case
%
%
psat.global.gbl_stop_time = 10
% length of the simulation, e.g.: 500 seconds
initialize_parameters('all')

4.6. Modify PSAT model
Remove the differential, wheel, and vehicle blocks from the rest of the powertrain model.
Open the Simulink model from the directory where it was saved in PSAT (as described in
4.4.16). Disconnect the differential, wheel and vehicle blocks as shown in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Modify PSAT Simulink model

4.7. Add ADAMS block to Simulink model of PSAT
Run the <output_prefix>.m file from the Plant Export performed earlier (as described in
4.3). This will setup variables for the ADAMS block and add the ADAMS/Controls
installation to the MATLAB path.
Enter “adams_sys” at the MATLAB command line.
>> adams_sys
This will find the adams_sys.m file in the ADAMS/Controls installation and launch a
library of ADAMS blocks, as shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: ADAMS Simulink block

The “State-Space” block is for a linear model, which will not be used here. The other
two blocks are essentially the same –the adams_sub block contains the S-Function block
for the non-linear model – however, the adams_sub block has extra variables and scopes.
The adams_sub block is added to the PSAT model as shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38: Insert ADAMS block in PSAT model
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Figure 39: ADAMS block in PSAT model

The key connection points are as follows:
1. The output torque of the gearbox is an input into the ADAMS model (e.g.,
total_axle_torque),
2. The mechanical brake command from PSAT (cmd_wh) is input to the ADAMS
model (e.g., mechanical_brake_command),
3. The longitudinal velocity from ADAMS is sent to the PSAT variable
“veh_lin_spd_out_simu”,
4. The transmission speed from ADAMS (e.g., “input_axle_speed”) is sent as
feedback to import 3 of the gearbox.
If the existing variable “longitudinal_velocity” from the chassis in ADAMS is used, the
velocity must be negated to get a positive forward velocity. This should be done by
adding a gain of “-1” before it is reported to PSAT as shown in Figure 40. The Simulink
model seen in Figure 40 is obtained by double clicking the orange colored “adams_sub”
block from Figure 39.
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Figure 40: adams_sub block details

4.8. Setup ADAMS/Controls block in PSAT Simulink model
Double click the “MSC Software/ADAMS Plant” block as seen in Figure 40, and open
the window to set up the ADAMS block (See Figure 41).
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Figure 41: Setup ADAMS block
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Key settings:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simulation mode – this must be set to discrete so that ADAMS integrates the
ADAMS model and Simulink integrates the PSAT model
Animation mode – This must be set to batch to simulate via external
ADAMS/Solver
ADAMS Solver Type – This must be set to Fortran to use the ADAMS Fortran
Solver
Communication Interval – This must be set to the output step size for the
ADAMS simulation to synchronize the co-simulation
Output Files Prefix – Set this to any valid string to generate the ADAMS output
files (.res, .req, .msg)
Use single quotes around all the texts in this window

4.9. Run Simulation
After setting up the PSAT model, select Simulation  Start to initiate the co-simulation.
This should launch ADAMS solver.
4.10. Post-process Results
The ADAMS results generated by the co-simulation may be imported back into
ADAMS/PostProcessor for review. The simulation files will be saved in the working
directory.
5. Numerical Experiments
A set of four numerical experiments has been carried out in order to demonstrate some
of the capabilities of the simulation environment: a straight-line maneuver over a
sinusoidal road profile; a ride over an obstacle maneuver; a high-accuracy, nonlinear
finite element simulation of a rolling tire with frictional contact in stand-alone mode; and
a design of experiments (DOE) study.
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5.1. Simple Straight-Line Maneuver with Sinusoidal Road Profile

Figure 42. Comparison of three tire models

In this simulation the HMMWV described in the previous section was run using three
different tire models: FTire, Fiala, and Pacejka. The tire models are rather similar
although no concerted effort was made at this time to ensure that the results obtained with
these models were identical. The straight-line acceleration maneuver is run for 5 seconds
on a road with sinusoidal profile. (amplitude is 50 mm and wavelength 2.5 meters). The
initial velocity of the vehicle is 30 km/h and the initial throttle is zero. The throttle starts
rising after one second and is 40% open at the end of the fourth second. This throttle
value is maintained for the rest of the time. The gears automatically shift based upon the
vehicle and engine speed. There is no input from the steering wheel and the vehicle
follows a straight line at all times. Figure 42 presents the results of this simulation for
normal force in the front left tire. As indicated, use of different tire models leads to
different results. Of the three models, FTire is the most suitable to deal with the
sinusoidal road profile. The other two models, while expeditious in nature, are
particularly suitable for road profiles that are smooth or have a wavelength significantly
larger than the tire radius.
5.2. Ride Over an Obstacle
The height of the obstacle was 75 mm and the width was approximately equal to the
tire width. FTire is used as a tire model in running these simulations. There is a slight
bevel edge on either side of the step to avoid heavy impact of the vehicle onto the step.
Figure 43 shows a wire frame model of the vehicle climbing the step. Various values can
be plotted and a Design of Experiments can be run to optimize some particular measure
based on different vehicle parameters. These parameters include size and shape of
various vehicle components, as well as damping and stiffness coefficients of the
suspension. Figure 44 shows a graphical representation of forces acting on the tire when
one of the wheels is riding over the bump. Figure 45 shows the force in the front left tire
of the vehicle as it climbs over the step and crosses it.
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Figure 43. Vehicle starting to ride over the obstacle

Figure 44. Forces acting on tire while riding over a bump (FTire)
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Figure 45. Force in front left tire with FTire model.

5.3. Design of Experiments
A design of experiments (DOE) test involves running a set of simulations by changing
some values of the design parameters. A design objective is defined and its value is
tracked for each experiment. This DOE is run as a co-simulation of FTire as the tire
model with the ADAMS/Car HMMWV model. A straight-line acceleration maneuver is
run for 3 seconds on a road with a bump. The height of this bump is 100 mm. The initial
velocity of the vehicle is 40 km/h and the initial throttle is zero. The throttle starts rising
after 0.5 seconds and is 40% open after 1.5 seconds.
The absolute maximum value of the vertical acceleration was decided to be the design
objective. The two variables that were changed were (a) damping coefficient of the front
left side suspension damper and (b) damping coefficient of the front right side suspension
damper.
The design of experiments was run by varying the values of above mentioned two
variables by +30% and -50% in steps of 5%, which resulted in 17 X 17 (289) trials. The
variation of maximum vertical acceleration over these 289 trials is shown in
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Figure 46: Variation of max vertical acceleration
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